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Abstract
In recent years, the affect-based image indexing by visual features is going to be popular research area by increasing the
importance of affective computing. So far many algorithms and systems have been developed to index images using affects and 
objects, then their performance is highly dependent on the training data with accurate labels. Most of the existing systems have
generated the ground truth based on manually tagging by human, which is too time-consuming and costly subjective of image.
, to collect 
more trustable ground truth. The Image Battle system consists of three modules: image crawling, image voting and image
ranking. First, for a text query, the images are first crawled then they are filtered to remove some noisy data. In the second stage, 
two images are randomly selected from the database and are evaluated by receiving votes from participants. After performing
this process about several times over a period of two or three months, the system computes rank values for every images based
on their number of wins and losses at the evaluation. These three procedures can be iterated whenever new data are added to the
database, to update the ranks of images. To validity the effectiveness of the proposed system, the generated ground truth through 
image battle are used in some researches to train the affect-based image indexing system. When compared with the existing
system, the proposed system can improve the accuracy. In addition, it is proven that the image battle system can provide more
perspective and convenient 
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1. Introduction
In recent years, the affect-based image indexing by visual features is going to be popular research area by
increasing the importance of affective computing. So far many algorithms and systems have been developed to
index images using affects and objects, most of them use the machine learning technique to find the latent semantics
such support vector machine (SVM) and latent semantic model (LSA). Such methods require well-defined ground
truth to guarantee their performances.
However, generating ground truth for evaluating affect-based indexing system remains difficult problem. In [1],
they explored the viability of crowdsourcing music mood classification judgments using Amazon Mechanical Turk 
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(MTurk) and compared the mood classification judgments collected for the Music Information Retrieval Evaluation 
eXchange (MIREX) with judgments collected using MTurk. 
improve the Collaborative filtering (CF) system by integrating semantic and emotion information along with the 
rating information. They applied this framework to movie recommendation and consider two emotion spaces 
extracted from the movie plot summary and the reviews, and three semantic spaces: actor, director, and genre. With 
regards to affects, recently, we designed user study named as the Fuzzy-based survey system, through the repetitive 
subject evaluations provided by the participants by using fuzzy rules to get level of agreement in the subjective 
evaluations. Main advantage of this system is that it can handle the variance within the people and between people 
[3-4]. Despite of its successes, it has some drawback:1) that it is too time-consuming for all participants to evaluate 
15 affective classes for the respective image; 2) that it is ambiguous task to select one among 5-point Likert 
questionnaire. 
In this paper, we present a new system called as Image Battle System that can guarantee more trustable ground 
 three modules: image crawling, image voting 
and image ranking. First, for a text query, the images are first crawled then they are filtered to remove some noisy 
data. In the second stage, two images are randomly selected from the database and are used to obtain the votes from 
participants. After performing hundreds and thousands of voting, the proposed system ranks images based on the 
ning and losing at the voting. These three procedures can be iterated whenever new data are 
added to the database, to update the ranks of images.  
To validity the effectiveness of the proposed system, the generated ground truth through image battle are used to 
train the affect-based image indexing system [3, 4]. When compared with the existing system, the proposed system 
can improve the accuracy. In addition, it is proven that the image battle system can provide more perspective and 
convenient  
2. Affect-based Image Indexing System 
In the previous work [3,4], we developed a probabilistic affective model (PAM) for affect-based image indexing. 
The goal of PAM is to transform a given image i onto affective vector  represented by 
affective class W = {w1 L}. Here, affective feature  means the probability that the image i belongs to the 
corresponding mth affective class .  Thus, an affective vector of image i, E(i), is represented as follows. 
 
         (1) 
That is, the probabilities  should be calculated for the respective affective classes. To compute such 
probabilities, the PAM is performed by three steps: image segmentation, color composition extraction and affect 
mapping as a shown in Fig. 1.  
 
 
Fig. 1. An overview of probabilistic affective model (PAM). 
In image segmentation, the image is partitioned into clusters using similar colors. Generally, to deal with 224 
image scale requires a lot of computation cost and a poor clustering result. So, we pre-performed color quantization 
 
Thereafter, we use the mean-shift clustering algorithm to divided an input image into regions, , 
which requires no prior knowledge of the number of clusters, and no constrain for the shape distribution. 
After segmented regions, the color compositions are extracted. Here, we assumed that the color composition of a 
region is composed by its color and the colors of two adjacent regions. Since considering those all of color 
compositions from an image are very intensive, we extract the color compositions for more important regions rather 
than all regions, which are called as seed region. To find seed a region, the importance value of region is calculated 
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by  is area of the current region and  is the Gaussian distance from its center to the centroid of image. 
Thus, the regions have higher importance when they have larger area and are closer to the center of image.  
Based on the importance values, we rank the regions, and select the top M regions as seed regions, 
. From only the seed regions, the color compositions between itself and its adjacent regions 
are extracted and stored onto . Fig. 2 shows example of feature extraction results. 
 
    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Fig. 2. The result of feature extraction (a) Original image; (b) segmented result; (c) region adjacency graph; (d) generated occurrence matrix 
Now, we predict the affective features from such transformed color compositions. For this, the correlation 
between color compositions and affective classes are required. To do that, probabilistic latent semantic analysis 
(pLSA) is used as learning algorithm to find hidden correlations between them. Here, pLSA is a statistic model for 
the analysis of two-mode and co-occurrence data. In our work, the key concept of pLSA is to map the high-
dimensional occurrence vector W of an image I to a lower dimensional topic vector Z, i.e., affective classes. 
Therefore, pLSA introduces a latent layer between the images and the transformed occurrence vector. Equation (2) 
shows co-occurrences probability  of words and documents. pLSA models the probability of each co-
occurrence as a mixture of conditionally independent multinomial distribution. Here, we use  as scale. Using 
EM algorithm, we can estimate scale. 
             (2) 
3. Image Battle System 
In this paper, we propose a survey system called as Image Battle System (IBS) to generate the trustable ground-
truth data for image indexing system. Fig. 3 illustrates the overview of the proposed system. The proposed system 
consists of three modules: image crawling, image voting and image ranking. For a given text query, the image 
crawling collects the retrieved images from image search engines such as Google and Flicker, thereafter it manually 
removes noisy images to store the relevant images on the database. Once the database is obtained, the image voting 
and ranking are performed on-line. In the second stage, image voting selects a question and randomly two images 
from dataset of the selected question. After the user votes the one image as a winner, the image ranking updates its 
score and sort images by rank value. Table 1 shows the image battle algorithm. As shown in Table 1, these methods 




Fig. 3. Overview of Image Battle System  
3.1. Image crawling 
     The goal of this module is to collect relevant images from image search engine and update database images 
for next survey. When one trial is over, the number of images in database is gradually increasing. However, the 
quality of images can be decreasing due to limited amount of high quality images and captured images by low 
resolution camera. Therefore, we first used high quality images as initial data in our system. For this, according to 
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related queries, we crawled images from search engines such as Photo.Net, Google and Flickr and manually remove 
noise and duplicate images.  
To collect landscape images from those sites, we defined queries related to affect-based image indexing system. 
We selected 10 scene types and 15 affective classes: 10 scene types are { coast, desert, field, forest, lake, mountain, 
snow, sky, sunset, waterfall } and 15 affective classes are { pretty, colourful, dynamic, gorgeous, wild, romantic, 
natural, graceful, quiet, classic, dandy, majestic, pure, cool, modern }. To generate queries, 10 scene types were 
used as query and combined with 15 affective classes. For example, sunset  is combined with romantic  and 
romantic sunset  is used as query. 
The first dataset were collected from Photo.Net. This site is one of the largest online photo sharing communities. 
These images are mainly taken by professional photographers or photographic artists. From this site, 3,000 images 
s tags are manually annotated in PhotoNet, the retrieved images are highly 
relevant to the query, so all of the downloaded images were used in the experiment. 
To examine the generalization of our system, we have collected from Flickr and Google search engine. The 
images were downloaded from Flickr search engine using image crawler based on its open API, and manually 
pruning images that appeared irrelevant to the specified queries. It consists of 20,000 images with same affective 
labels assigned by user s judgements. Unlike Photo.Net, We have crawled images from Flickr with its tags and 
descriptions. The images were collected from Google image search engine using its open API and removed the 
duplicates and irrelevant images. Totally, there are 1,500 images used as the experimental images from Google. 
Thereafter, candidate images are selected from filtered datasets and used for new survey trial.  
Table 1. Image Battle Algorithm 
INPUT: Domain, Query 
OUTPUT: Ground truth 
Procedure: 
1: Do 
2:         Crawler images using queries from domain  
3:         Remove noise images 
4:         Select % images from crawled data and insert to Image Battle system //  is set by dataset 
5:         Do 
6:                Select affects randomly to be evaluated 
7:                Sort images using their rank 
8:                Divide image set three partitions by percentage of {High (40%), Medium (20%), Low (40%)} partitions 
9:                Select a partition randomly 
10:              Select pair of images from selected partition 
11:              Vote for selected images 
12:              Update rank values 
13:       Until current trial is finished 
14: Until stop condition is satisfied 
3.2. Image voting  
This module aims to select pair of candidate images to be evaluated from database. Figure 4 shows an interface 
of the proposed system that implemented on the web [9]. When the user login our system, the user can see this 
interface and start voting. As shown in Fig. 4, one question and two images are located at middle of interface. These 
objects are randomly selected by image voting. The participants can select more relevant one according to the 
question. In case of misunderstanding about the given question, as the user put pointer on question, the explanation 
is appeared next to the question. 
To generate the set of voting, the image voting first selects topic randomly and generates question. For this, 6 
affects are defined as topic: {pretty, colorful, dynamic, wild, romantic, pure}. Then, two images from dataset are 
selected according to the generated question. 
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For the reliable survey, first and second trials have been evaluated by all possible compositions in database. 
However, due to increasing the number of images to be evaluated, it was complex and difficult to perform 
evaluation for all possible combination. From third trial, a random-based selection is used. The random-based 
selection is to evaluate images between newly inserted image and randomly selected images from previous trial. The 
existing images that evaluated at previous trial are sorted by rank values. These images are divided into three 
partitions: Highly ranked, medium and lowly ranked. The image voting selects one among three partition and 

















Fig. 4. The interface of the proposed survey system 
3.3. Image ranking 
We perform ImageRank algorithm which is motivated by PageRank formulated by Larry Page and Sergey Brin 
as a basis for their search engine [11-12]. PageRank uses the hyperlink structure of the web to view inlinks into page 
as a recommendation of that page from the author of the inlinking page. Since inlinks from good pages should carry 
more weight than the inlinks from marginal pages each webpage is assigned an appropriate rank score, which 
measures the importance of the page. Importance of each page 
As an analogy to PageRank, ImageRank analyze the visual link structures among images and rank images 
accordin image ranking. The importance of any image is increased by the 
number of images which lost to it. 
As more detail, every image has some number of forward links (we called the term as number of loses) and 
backlinks (number of wins) as shown Fig. 5. According to Fig. 5 (a, b), C image is more important than A and B 
 
Let i be an image. Then let Fi be the set of images i lost to and Bi be the set of images that lost to i. Let Ni = |Fi| 
be the number of loses of i and the parameter d is a damping factor which can be set between 0 and 1. In the 
proposed system, we set d to 0.5. Using these parameters, we defined simple ranking R which is a slightly simplified 
version of PageRank by following equation (3). 
                (3) 
Based on Equation (3), the term of the matrix  is defined as follows: 
                (4) 
 




(a) (b) (c) 
Fig 5. Image ranking: (a) Simplified ImageRank representation. B image lose to both A and C images, both A and C images win B images 
and lose to each other; (b) summarize information about image voting images; (c) unadjusted matrix. 
Here,  = 1/  if  image lost to  and  = 0 if not. For theoretical and practical reasons such as convergence 
and convergence rates the matrix P is adjusted. The raw Google matrix P is nonnegative with row sums equal to one 
or zero. Stated another way,  is a square matrix with the rows and columns corresponding to images which is 
called unadjusted or raw google matrix as a shown Fig. 5 (c). If we summarize Equation (3) using Equation (4), we 
have following equation: 
                                                                                (5) 
To improve trustiness of ground truth, we set weights  for images by adjusting ranking algorithm as follows:   
                         (6) 
where  is number of total games that  image has played. Accordingly, we can calculate new rank value for 
images as a follow equation. As a shown by Equation (7) new rank of given image is measured by its previous rank 
value and new calculating rank value.  This equation is performed after each vote and processed for only winner 
images. 
               (7) 
4. Experiments Result 
In this study, we developed the Image battle system. The proposed system can provide more convenient and 
perspective evaluation to participants. To prove its advantages, we compared its performance with a fuzzy-based 
survey system [18]. For this, we performed survey to collect a ground truth for applying the affect-based image 
indexing system. Then, the generated ground truth is used for affect-based image indexing system. We measured its 
performance and compared with previous system. Also we evaluated workload required evaluation task for all 
participants.  
4.1. Evaluation 
In order to assess the performance of the proposed system in terms of accuracy, we recruited five participants (2 
males and 3 females) during 6 months and asked them to evaluate about 300 images using the proposed system. 
Each user was given a basic introduction on how to evaluate images using the proposed system. From these user 
evaluations, the ground truth data was collected. 
For a quantitative performance evaluation of the proposed system, 130 images obtained from image battle were 
used to train affect-based indexing system and 110 images for testing 
To evaluate performance, we use top @ precision. Precision is the number of retrieved positive images retrieves 
to the total number of image retrieved. The top @ N precision means precision at top N ranked images. We 
compared its performance with the existing system [1, 2]. The existing system had trained by ground truth obtained 
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from fuzzy-based survey system. This means that the evaluation can be comparison between image battle system
and fuzzy-based survey system. Fig. 6 shows the top @ N precision graph between the proposed system and the
fuzzy-based survey system. As shown in Fig. 6, our proposed system can improve the precision compared with the
fuzzy system. 
(a) Colorful (b) Dynamic (c) Pretty
(d) Pure (e) Romantic (f) Wild
Fig. 6. Top @ precision results per affects
4.2. User satisfaction
To evaluate how the Image battle system influences the participants while surveying and compare its
effectiveness with fuzzy-based survey system, we conducted a user study. For comparisons between two systems,
same survey tasks are given to participants such as number of image and affect to be evaluated. We recruited 5
participants for user study. Two participants were male and three participants were females. The mean age of all
participants was 26 years with no statistically significant gender difference.
All users completed all tasks successfully. We measured the completion time and the participant s subjective
workload using NASA TLX questionnaire [16-17]. The TLX questionnaire contained six questions for which
responses were obtained from a five point Likert scale; very low (=1) and very high (=5). Each question corresponds
to a particular workload dimension and the smaller the response values, the lower the overall workload.
Fig. 7. The difference components of the NASA TLX subjective workload using fuzzy-based survey system
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Firstly, we measured the average time taken by the participants to accomplish the task. The average time spent 
115 sec and 96 sec using fuzzy-based survey system and Image battle system, respectively. The results show that 
users when perform the Image battle system slightly faster than fuzzy-based survey system. Fig. 7 shows 
comparison of the workload components. As shown in Fig. 7, all components using the proposed system was 
smaller than fuzzy-based survey system. This means that the proposed system required less workload to participants. 
Therefore, these results showed that the proposed system can provide convenient survey for the participants 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we introduced a new mechanism called as Image Battle System, to collect more trustable ground 
truth. The proposed system consists of three modules: image crawling, image voting and image ranking. First, for a 
text query, the images are first crawled then they are filtered to remove some noisy data. In the second stage, two 
images are randomly selected from the database and are used to obtain the votes from participants. After performing 
ning and 
losing at the voting. These three procedures can be iterated whenever new data are added to the database, to update 
the ranks of images. To validity the effectiveness of the proposed system, the generated ground truth through image 
battle were used to train the affect-based image indexing system [3, 4]. When compared with the existing system, 
the proposed system can improve the accuracy. In addition, it was proven that the image battle system can provide 
more perspective and convenient  
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